
               Sample pattern: Re-Lining Panties

This technique will both conceal hard-to-clean 
stains on older panties and prevent new 
panties from showing stains from 
"you-know-when".

1

You will about 1/4 yard of cotton knit fabric 
(MUST BE KNIT). 1/4 yard will line many pairs 
of panties (8-10 pairs).

It should be pre-washed and dried.  

Best fabrics are brightly colored print or floral 
knits (not pastels or light solid colors - dark 
solids will work).

Panties can be any size, any outer fabric: nylon 
or cotton, new or old (but clean).  You will put 
the new lining right on top of the old lining 
whether they are new or old.

Print out the template provided with this pattern.

2

Using the pattern template provided with this 
pattern, cut out the knit "patch".

The template has two sizes: Large and Small.

Large is used for adults and older teens, and 
small is used for younger teens and preteens.
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3

Turn the knit patch upside down and the panties 
inside out.  Flip the crotch of the panties over on 
top of the patch as shown.

The back of the panty liner is wider than the 
front.  This is why the patch is shaped as it is.

4

Center the crotch over the patch, then pin the 
corners from the PANTY side.

5

This photo shows where you will pivot when you 
are sewing.



6

You will use a zigzag stitch and stitch along the 
lines shown here.  You'll stitch right along the 
seam line already on the panties and just inside 
the leg openings, leaving about 1/8" on the 
outside.

7

As you zigzag, to pivot, leave the needle down 
on the RIGHT side, lift the presser foot and turn 
90 degrees.

8

Continue zigzagging until you have finished all 
4 sides.

9

Stitching shown from the PATCH side.



10

Lift the patch and carefully trim JUST the patch 
fabric close to the edge of the stitching.  Be 
careful not to CUT the panties or the stitching 
you just did.

11

After trimming ~ Finished!
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